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Sermon for Pentecost 6C 2019 
Choosing the Better Part 

 
If we hold up Mary and Martha from today’s gospel 
as models of two types of people in the world— 
which would you be? 
Are you Martha—a person with a lot on your plate, 
lots of responsibilities and little time, 
and not much help in getting all these important things done. 
Based on many conversations I’ve had  
about this story in bible study, 
most people sympathize with Martha-- 
just like most people sympathize and identify with the older 
brother in the parable of The Prodigal Son. 
Just as feel the older brother seems to get a raw deal, 
many of us feel that Jesus is being too hard on Martha. 
And, perhaps, that is understandable 
because most of us have long “to do” lists 
and are stressed with more  
than can possibly be done in one day— 
let alone the preparations and responsibilities of an important 
meal with the most important guest anyone can imagine. 
 
Why, we wonder, is Jesus—that very important guest— 
letting that younger sister get away with sitting around  
and just listening to him talk while we do all the work? 
Doesn’t that just make you annoyed?! 
How dare Jesus chide Martha for doing  
what she’s supposed to do? 
What most people praise her to do. 
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And, yet, Jesus says to Martha, 
you are worried and distracted by many things; 
there is need of only one thing. 
Mary has chosen the better part . . . 
 
There have been times when I made a choice 
and I knew deep within it was the only choice to be made. 
It was absolutely the right choice. 
If I could do it all again I would make the same choice 
and do so with thanksgiving and gratitude. 
But there are other times  
when I made what I thought was the right choice  
and can now see there was a better choice to have been made. 
I would do things differently if I had the chance to choose again. 
What about you? 
Could you say the same thing? 
 
Too often we equate the choice we make, 
and its subsequent approval or rejection, 
with our goodness, our worthiness, 
our acceptableness, our faithfulness, even our love-ableness.  
That’s what most of Christian history has done  
with Mary and Martha. 
Mary made the better choice, Jesus says, 
and we quickly conclude that we  
should be like Mary, not Martha. 
We are to sit and listen rather than be active and busy. 
Mary is often equated with the contemplative life 
and Martha with the active life. 
Through much of Christian history, the contemplative life 
has been held up as “the more perfect life,” the “holy life.” 
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That’s one reading of this text, I suppose,  
but, personally, I don’t believe it’s the only reading  
or even the “definitive” reading. 
Is Mary necessarily better, more holy, more loved, 
more acceptable to Jesus? 
 
If Jesus is saying that Mary, to the exclusion of Martha, 
is the way we are to be then the next time 
someone needs a visit in the hospitable 
or the laundry is piled high and there’s no food in my house, 
perhaps my response should be:  
“No, I’m going to choose the better part 
and sit here with Jesus.” 
I don’t think that is what Jesus is saying . . . 
and I know you wouldn’t think so,  
nor my husband for that matter. 
 
Because Jesus is making an observation— 
not a judgment. 
 
This text isn’t really even about Mary and Martha per se. 
It’s a story about us and the choices we make. 
Yet that does not mean we are to copycat Mary. 
If Jesus wanted us to do that,  
why didn’t he tell us clearly what the “one thing” is? 
He could have at least given us the five easy steps  
to choosing the better part, but he didn’t. 
 

In this little story, Jesus is saying that choices matter. 
And we are always making choices. 
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I wonder how many choices we make each day? 
Sometimes we choose unconsciously, quickly and easily, 
but at other times we choose  
with great deliberation and struggle. 
Some choices are insignificant; 
they are forgotten the next day. 
Other choices have great meaning and significance, 
and the consequences are long lasting. 
 
Our choices can shape who we are. 
They can establish in us patterns and habits  
of how we see and act, the words we speak, 
and the ways we relate to each other, 
even the what and who we pay attention to 
and what and who we don’t. 
Our choices can set a trajectory for our life. 
Our choices make a difference—to us and to others. 
 

In this particular context,  
Mary made the better choice 
but it was a choice for that time,  
that place, and those particular circumstances. 
Change the setting and Martha’s choice  
might have been the better part. 
 
We can see that in Jesus’ own life. 
Sometimes Jesus went off by himself to be alone, 
to be silent and still, to pray,  
to sit and listen, and be present with God. 
At those times, he was like Mary. 
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Other times Jesus was active, 
on the move, in the midst of people, 
and busy teaching, healing,  
feeding five thousand hungry people. 
On those days, he was more like Martha. 
 

While we might distinguish between Mary and Martha, 
there is a common theme—presence. 
Mary and Martha are two ways of being present. 
Both ways are necessary, faithful, and holy. 
There is not simply one choice  
that is to be made forever and always. 
We always need to be discerning the one thing needed 
in this time, this place, these circumstances. 
 

So, what is the better part given your particular situation? 
How are we to be present and show up  
to the divine presence 
that is already and always before us? 
That’s the question. 
Some days Mary will be our guide, 
on other days Martha will be the example. 
Either way, each time we must choose what is the better part. 
 

Some days that choice may mean sitting quietly and listening to 
the heartbeat of God within us, reading and studying,  
watching a sunset with a loved one, or praying for the world. 
Other days it may mean  
speaking words of hope and encouragement, 
offering actions of compassion and hospitality, 
seeking forgiveness, making amends, 
or cooking a special meal for our family and friends. 
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What is the one thing needed right now, for you, 
in this moment? 
Not forever or what you think will fix all your problems 
and let you live happily ever after. 
No. Stop and think: 
what is the one thing needed just for now? 
What is the one thing needed that will keep you  
aware, open, awake, receptive, and present to Christ? 
Choose that. 
That is the better part. 
But hold your choice lightly because  
there will be another choice to be made after that, 
and another after that one. 
We choose our way into life, love, relationships, 
faith, peace, and even joy of the Lord. 
 
Can we, therefore, hear Jesus’ words to Martha— 
not as a criticism or judgment—but as an invitation? 
Can we hear his words not as a rebuke, but a soothing balm? 
Jesus knows that we ache to be whole. 
Jesus knows that we place devastating expectations  
on ourselves—and others for that matter. 
 

Quite a few years ago now, a dear friend noticed  
how I had gotten “distracted and worried about many things” 
as I was trying to keep many plates twirling all at once— 
juggling seminary with a job as well as being a wife and mother. 
My wise, older friend, Blanche, issued the same invitation to me  
that Jesus issued to his beloved friend Martha. 
Her invitation came in the form of a prayer. 
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Whenever I find myself getting distracted into a tizzy of worry, 
I stop and sit in silence for a bit and take out this prayer: 
Slow me down Lord. 
Ease the pounding of my heart by the quieting of my mind. 
Steady my hurried pace  
with a vision of the eternal reach of time. 
Give me, amid the confusion of this day, 
the calmness of the everlasting hills. 
Break the tensions of my nerves and muscles 
with the soothing music of the singing streams  
that live in my memory. 
Help me to know the magical restoring power of sleep. 
Teach me the art of taking minute vacations— 
Of slowing down to look at a flower, 
to chat with a friend, 
to pat a dog, to read a few lines from a good book. 
Let me look upward into the branches of the towering oak 
and know that it grew great and strong 
because it grew slowly and well. 
Slow me down, Lord, and inspire me to send my roots 
deep into the soil of life’s enduring values, 
that faith, hope, and love may grow in me. 
 
Let us invite one another into these “better” things, 
encourage one another to be present to Christ 
in our hearing and doing, serving and being. 
And the good news is—whether we choose well or not— 
Christ is still present with us through it all. 
 
 


